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Challenging TasksChallenging Tasks

Require competence in:Require competence in:

-- reaching insightreaching insight-- reaching insightreaching insight

-- employing problem solving techniquesemploying problem solving techniques

-- combining algorithmic schemescombining algorithmic schemes



One More AspectOne More Aspect

CreativityCreativity



CreativityCreativity

Elements defined by Math Educators  Elements defined by Math Educators  
(e.g., Silver (e.g., Silver 19971997))

-- fluencyfluency-- fluencyfluency

-- flexibilityflexibility

-- noveltynovelty



Creativity in Algorithm DesignCreativity in Algorithm Design

FluencyFluency

-- in invoking relevant algorithmic schemesin invoking relevant algorithmic schemes

FlexibilityFlexibilityFlexibilityFlexibility

-- in adapting schemes to the task at handin adapting schemes to the task at hand

NoveltyNovelty

-- in employing schemes in unfamiliar waysin employing schemes in unfamiliar ways



Algorithmic TasksAlgorithmic Tasks

Given an undirected graph G: Given an undirected graph G: 

-- tell if has a cycletell if has a cycle

-- tell if has a cycle of an odd length tell if has a cycle of an odd length 

-- tell if has a cycle of an even lengthtell if has a cycle of an even length



A Creative ExampleA Creative Example

Given an undirected graph G, in which Given an undirected graph G, in which 

each node is of degree each node is of degree 3 3 or more or more each node is of degree each node is of degree 3 3 or more or more 

tell if has a cycle of length that is tell if has a cycle of length that is notnot

a multiple of a multiple of 33; if so ; if so –– display itdisplay it



FluencyFluency and and FlexibilityFlexibility

-- graph search algorithms: DFS, BFSgraph search algorithms: DFS, BFS

-- utilization of backutilization of back--edges in DFSedges in DFS-- utilization of backutilization of back--edges in DFSedges in DFS

-- utilization of crossutilization of cross--edges in BFSedges in BFS



Unsuccessful AttemptsUnsuccessful Attempts

ExamineExamine

all the DFS backall the DFS back--edgesedges

t

all the DFS backall the DFS back--edgesedges

u
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Novel AssociationNovel Association

ExamineExamine

very specific backvery specific back--edgesedges

u

very specific backvery specific back--edgesedges

v

w



Undesired Student TendenciesUndesired Student Tendencies

Sole operational perspectiveSole operational perspective

Hastiness, lack of rigorHastiness, lack of rigor

Limited fluencyLimited fluency

Limited flexibilityLimited flexibility

Absence of noveltyAbsence of novelty



Novel AssociationsNovel Associations

Recognition of unfamiliar links between:Recognition of unfamiliar links between:

The task characteristics andThe task characteristics and

Suitable algorithmic schemesSuitable algorithmic schemesSuitable algorithmic schemesSuitable algorithmic schemes

A relevant parameter:                                     A relevant parameter:                                     

the the ““amount of unfamiliarityamount of unfamiliarity””


